ProCair V/VR

- Unique longitudinal tubular foam cylinder construction with a high density foam topper for enhanced comfort and pressure redistribution
- The ProCair VR includes a firm perimeter which provides for added stability and safety during patient care and transfer
- Integrated heel slope provides a gentle tapering of the mattress that redistributes pressure along the lower legs while reducing pressure in the delicate heel section
- Ultra-soft Tri-Fill comforter provides added comfort
- Therapy cover with these unique qualities:
  - Fluid proof and stain resistant
  - Low friction and low shear surface
- 70-denier zippered cover includes tie downs and handle straps
- Tear resistant, non-skid bottom prevents mattress sliding on the deck to reduce the risk of falls
- Latex free mattress construction
- Available in multiple widths and lengths to meet individual patient needs
- Psychiatric model available with no zippers, tie-downs or handle straps

Clinical Indications

- Recommended for prevention and treatment of Stage 1 and Stage 2 pressure injuries

Technical Specifications

MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY*

400 lbs.

MATTRESS DIMENSIONS

36"(W) x 80"(L) x 8"(D)
36"(W) x 84"(L) x 8"(D)
42"(W) x 80"(L) x 8"(D)

ZIPPER COVER

360° zipper on 80" mattress
270° zipper on 84" mattress

WARRANTY

Mattress: Two-year, Cover: One-year

FLAMMABILITY STANDARDS

Fire barrier meets fire standards TB 117, TB 129, 16 CFR 1633 and BFD IX-11

DENSITY AND ILD

Tubular foam cylinders – 1.7 lb. / 20 ILD
Perimeter – 1.7 lb. / 55 ILD
Base Layer – 1.7 lb. / 30 ILD

*Mattress weight capacity only; total weight must not exceed bed frame manufacturer’s specified load capacity. Joerns reserves the right to change specifications without notice.